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***** Print on Demand *****.OUTER SPACE ACTION AND ADVENTURE As the Adventurer spaceship
approaches the Mars spacestation a wormhole destroys the spaceship! Willy Walker and his Mom
and Dad travel in opposite directions in the space-pods. Eleven year old Willy was born during the
spaceflight to Mars. He has never seen any humans except Linda and Henry Walker. SPACE TRAVEL
BACK TO AMERICA - 1870 Willy s space-pod lands on an asteroid that is guarded by an android by
the name of Klato. The asteroid disintegrates. Klato befriends Willy and transforms him into a blue
beam of pure energy. Willy and the android travel back in time to planet Earth. Klato transforms
Willy back into a humanoid. Klato takes the form of Kayla, a girl humanoid hologram Willy used to
play with in the holodeck on the Adventurer. FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON Willy and Klato travel
from Colorado to Tampa Town, Florida to find the one human who can help Willy find Mom and
Dad. They have to meet Jules Verne and leave planet Earth during the next full moon cycle. Willy
and Klato encounter...
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Reviews
It becomes an amazing ebook that we have possibly read through. It is really simplified but surprises within the 50 % from the ebook. You can expect to like
how the blogger compose this book.
-- Ms. Sha ina Leg r os III
This book is definitely worth getting. It usually will not price too much. Its been printed in an extremely simple way in fact it is only right a er i finished
reading this publication where basically altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Aver y Da ug her ty
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